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1 Introduction

Background

The U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) is de-
veloping simulation procedures to assist in the understanding and transfer
.of information relevant to aquatic plant control technologies developed by
the WES under the Aquatic Plant Control Research Program. Development
of computer-based simulation procedures was initiated by WES several
years ago. These early efforts led to the development of HARVEST and
AMURISTOCK. HARVEST is a mechanical control simulation model
that provides information on time and cost requirements of mechanical
harvesting operations for submersed aquatic plants. Information on
HARVEST is available in Hutto (1982, 1984), Sabol (1983), and Sabol
and Hutto (1984). AMUR/STOCK was developed to provide information
useful for determining proper stocking rates of diploid white amur fish for
control of hydrilla in water bodies having user-specified site characteristics.
Miller and Decell (1984) provides guidance for proper use of
AMUR/STOCK.

Simulation capabilities are under development for additional aquatic
plant control techniques that are currently used operationally by aquatic
plant managers. As part of this current work, personal computer-based
simulations have been designed and are under development. These simu-
lation procedures couple plant growth models with interaction models of
biological, chemical, and mechanical control technologies. These simula-
tion tools provide information to aquatic plant researchers and managers
to help in understanding how a targeted plant and a control technique inter-
act under a specific set of dynamic environmental conditions. Currently
under development are plant growth models for waterhyacinth, hydrilla,
and Eurasian watermilfoil. Biological control and chemical control models
are also under development for selected operationally effective biological
agents and herbicides labeled for aquatic use.

INSECT is a simulation that includes interactions between waterhya-
cinth plant growth and two species of Neochetina weevils. INSECT was
initially described by Akbay, Wooten, and Howell (1988), and updates are
given by Howell, Akbay, and Stewart (1988) and Howell and Stewart
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(1989). The latest description of INSECT is presented in Akbay, Howell,
and Wooten (1991).

Although it is recognized that INSECT (Version 1.0) has not yet reached
its final form, the simulation is being released to researchers and managers
for their evaluation. This evaluation will be used to make changes so that
INSECT will ultimately be a more useful simulation tool for individuals
having an interest in the waterhyacinth/Neochetina biocontrol system. Ad-
ditionally, technical improvements will be made to the INSECT model as
ongoing research improves the current understanding of key relationships
of this dynamic biocontrol system. INSECT provides for a systematic
procedure for evaluating new relationships derived from current research
studies.

Manual Contents

The following chapters of this user's manual provide a general over-
view of INSECT. Chapter 2 provides an overview of INSECT, including
descriptions of the hardware requirements for installing and executing the
software and general components of the software package. Chapter 3 of
the manual provides information needed to execute the simulation package
either from a hard drive or a floppy drive. INSECT is menu driven, and
Chapter 3 includes a description of the various menu options provided
during execution of the simulation. Chapter 4 of this manual contains in-
formation from two example runs. The two examples each contain data
input to initialize the simulation and outputs available at the completion of
the simulation run. The example simulation results included in Chapter 4
are provided to assist in the execution and interpretation of simulation out-
put. Hopefully, review of the two examples will help the user to design
additional runs for other applications and problems.
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2 Description of INSECT
Simulation Model

Hardware Requirements

An MS-DOS or compatible computer containing an installed math
coprocessor and a minimum of 260 kilobytes (KB) of free RAM is re-
quired for executing INSECT (Version 1.0). If the computer does not
have a hard drive for installing the software, the floppy drive must be com-
patible with a high-density 1.44-megabyte (MB) floppy diskette. Soft-
ware installation instructions are provided in Chapter 3.

Software Components

INSECT is a personal computer-based, menu-driven software package
written in Microsoft FORTRAN 5.0 and is being distributed with this man-
ual on a double-sided, high-density, 1.44-MB formatted, 3.5-in. diskette.
In this format, the software can be executed from a compatible floppy
drive or copied to a hard disk for execution. If your computer system
will not support this type diskette, copies of the software can be or-
dered from the authors in the diskette varieties listed on page 7.

The INSECT software package includes four major components:
(a) a user interface module that allows easy initialization of the various
modules and retrieve/display simulation output, (b) a waterhyacinth plant
growth module, (c) a Neochetina module, and (d) external support files
that store either initialization data (e.g., weather data files) or simulation
output data.

User Interface module

The INSECT software package features a series of program menus that
help guide the user through the INSECT software package. The major
features of the menu structure are shown in Figure 1. Further discussion
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of the user options at each level of the menu structure is provided in Chap-
ter 3, Executing the Simulation.

Waterhyaclnth plantlNeochetina modules

The waterhyacinth plant growth module and Neochetina modules in-
cluded in INSECT produce simulation output on a daily basis for plant
and insect growth/development and for interactions between plants and
insects, such as impacts of Neochetina feeding on the plants. The plant
module can be executed without including the effects of the insects. The
Neochetina module, however, cannot be executed without the plant growth
module.

Assumptions used in development of INSECT are discussed in detail
by Akbay, Wooten, and Howell (1988). The model, for the most part, in-
corporates the simplest explanation for an observed population phenomenon.
The current version of INSECT has been written to maintain as much sim-
plicity as possible. Complexity will be added as our understanding of the
dynamics of plant/weevil interactions increases.

A major assumption used in the development of the waterhyacinth
growth module and the Neochetina module is that simulation output,
which is generated for a unit area basis, can be extrapolated over the total
area of a waterhyacinth infestation. Simulation updates are provided on a
daily basis during the simulation period. For plant growth, photosynthesis
and respiration rates are functions of the prevailing temperature, light in-
tensity, and current plant biomass levels. Past temperature and light expe-
rience are assumed to have no effect on the current photosynthesis and
respiration rates other than through effects on current mass of the plant.
Nutrients and pH conditions within the study site do not limit plant
growth.

The Neochetina module contains growth and development algorithms
for both Neochetina eichhorniae and N. bruchi. Within the Neochetina
module, average daily air temperatures determine the development rates
of individual insects and the fecundity (or viable egg-laying capacity) of
adult weevils. Weevil mortality rates are estimated for each development
stage (i.e., eggs, larvae, pupae, and adults) and include consideration for nat-
ural mortality, predation, and subfreezing temperatures. The Neochetina
module includes relationships for losses of adult weevils due to emigra-
tion, but additions to the adult weevil population through immigration are
not considered. In regard to interactions between the plants and insects,
biomass losses to the plant population are considered to result from feeding
damage only from third instar larvae. Feeding by other stages of the
weevils do not affect plant biomass.

4 Chapter 2 Description of INSECT Simulation Model



External files

Execution of INSECT is supported by several external data files in-
cluded on the diskettes. In general, these files can be categorized as input
files and output files.

Input ifies. The only input files needed by the model are weather data
files containing daily solar radiation values and maximum and minimum
air temperature values for specific years (i.e., Julian day 1-365) from dif-
ferent geographical locations in the United States. Fifteen weather data
files are included on the INSECT model diskette(s) and can be used for
model initialization. A listing of these files and instructions for reviewing
their contents or selecting them for model initialization are described in
Chapter 3 of this manual.

Output files. Numerous output files are generated for storing informa-
tion obtained during the initialization process of each simulation run and
for storing simulation output. A listing of the output files and a descrip-
tion of the variables included in each is given in Tables 1-3. The INSECT
(Version 1.0) software package includes screen display routines for most
of the variables included in the external output files. More information on
this utility is provided in Chapter 3. In addition to the screen display utili-
ties, output files contain the output of different simulation runs. Note that all
output files are temporary, and the contents within these files will be over-
written each time INSECT is executed. If the user wants permanent copies
of an output file for later use, the user should copy the contents of the file
to another file name before the next run is executed. A WARNING MES-
SAGE to this effect is given before executing a simulation (see page 10).

Table 1

Files Used To Store User-Supplied Initialization Input Values

FIl Name Vaaiabl" De-r ption

weather.dta Julian day' (1-65)
Sol radiation, Langleys per day
Maximum air tenperahure, Fahrenheit
Minimum air temperature, Fahrenheit

Inltiall.dta First day of simulation period
Last day of simulation perWod
Type of simulation (plants only or plants and insects)

UPl-t biomass, kMograms

tltAl2.dta Percentage of N. ekcthomrae
Percentage of N. &,rucN
Julian day hIsects are released
Ufe stage of bisect (eggs, 1st larvae, etc.)
Total number of each life stage Input

Julian day Is defined in this manual as a sequential day number throughout a single calendar
yeu 0.e., 1-365), two calendar years (.e., 1-730). or three calendar years (.e., 1-1095). The Jul=an
day range for a given slmulaion run depends on the duration (i.e., number of years) of the
simulation.

Chapter 2 Description of INSECT Simulation Model 5



Table 2
Files Used To Store Plant Growth Simulation Output

File Ninnw Varibl Descuiption

piant.dta Julian day (1 -365)
Plant biomass, kilograms
Plant density, number of plants/sq m
Plant loss due to Insects, grams/sq m

growth.dta Julian day (1 -385)
Gross production, grams
Respiratory maintenance, grams
Daily detrital production, grams
Net change in plant biomass, grams

Table 3
Files Used To Store Neochetina Simulation Output

Rio Name Varible D..criptim

insect.dta Julian day (1 -M6)
Total number of eggs/sq m
Total number of 3rd Instar larvae/sq m
Total number of pupaeaq m
TOWa number of adults/q m

neocb.dta Julian day (1 -M6)
Total number of eggs N. bnxhvsq m
Total number of larvae N. bnschisq m
Total number of pupae N. bruchsq m
Total number of adults N. bruchisq m

neoce.dta Julian day (I1-M6)
Total number of eggs N. elchhorniAe/sq m
Total number of larvae N. e/dhhomaAkWsq m
Total number of pupae N. ekhhomrnbq" m
Total number of adults N. eichhomkaesq m

eb123.dta Julian day (1-365)
Numberw of 1 st Instar larvae N. ekhhorniaelsq m
Number of 2nd instar larvae N. echhomlaelsq m
Number of 3rd instar larvae N. eichhorniaesq m
Number of I1st Instar larvae N. bruchisq m
Number of 2nd Instar larvae N. bnxhksq m
Number of 3rd instar larvae N. bruchlsq m
Air temperature, Celsius

aduft.dta Numrber of years of simulation
Julian day (1-365)
Number of yottig adults/sq m
Number of old adultssq m

mortal.dta Julian day (1 -365)
Amount of egg mortalfty/sq m
Amount of I at instar larvae mortaliy/sq m
Amount of 2nd Instar larvae mortality/sq m
Amount of 3rd Instar larvae mortality/sq m
Amount of pupae mortality/sq m
Amount of adult mortalty/sq m
Amount of adult em~gaftiosq m

6 Chapter 2 Description of INSECT Simulation Model



3 Executing the Simulation

Getting Started

INSECT is available on one of the following:

"* Four 360-KB, 5.25-in. floppy diskettes.

"* Two 720-KB, 3.5-in. floppy diskettes.

"* One 1.2-MB, 5.25-in. floppy diskette.

* One 1.44-MB, 3.5-in. floppy diskette.

A copy of INSECT on anything other than a single 1.44-MB diskette
must first be copied onto a hard disk before execution. INSECT on a
1.44-MB diskette allows an option of (a) executing directly from a com-
patible floppy drive or (b) copying to a hard drive before execution.

Installing on a Hard Drive
Insert the INSECT diskette(s) into the floppy drive. Make the hard

drive the default drive by typing the following:

C:<ENTER>

Transfer the contents of the floppy diskette to the hard drive by issuing
the following command at the C:> prompt:

copy A:*.* C:

Repeat this step for each INSECT diskette you received until the con-
tents of each has been transferred to the hard drive.

Chmtp 3 Executing the Simulation 7



INSECT Execution Procedures

Hard drive execution

After copying the contents of the INSECT diskette(s) to the hard drive
(see previous section), make sure that the hard drive is still the default
drive by typing:

C:<ENTER>

The monitor should display a prompt indicating that you have access to
the hard drive. Once hard drive access is assured, type in the following
command at the C:> prompt.

C:>INSECT <ENTER>

The opening screen of INSECT will produce a color display (Figure 2)
on the monitor and you are prompted to:

PRESS THE SPACE BAR to execute the simulation.

The space bar (as prompted) should be pressed to begin execution, al-
lowing the first-level menu (i.e., MAIN MENU) to appear on the screen.
The MAIN MENU options are displayed in the sample screen shown on
page 9.

Floppy drive execution

The following procedure should be used if the INSECT software pack-
age is on a 1.44-MB, 3.5-in. floppy diskette. First, place the 3.5-in.
floppy diskette in the 3.5-in. floppy drive. Next, type in the alphabetic ref-
erence for that drive followed by a colon and press <ENTER>. For ex-
ample, to make the A drive the default drive, type the following at the
current default drive prompt.

C:>a:<ENTER>

This command makes the A floppy drive the default drive, and the fol-
lowing prompt will be displayed on your screen.

A:>

As described above for hard drive execution, the introductory screen
(Figure 2) to the INSECT software package will be displayed on the
screen and will prompt you with:

PRESS THE SPACE BAR to execute the simulation.

8 Chapter 3 Executing the Simulation



After pressing the space bar, the MAIN MENU will be displayed on
the screen. Options available to the user from the MAIN MENU are dis-
cussed in the following sections.

Main Menu Options

Four options are available to the user from the MAIN MENU, as
shown below:

MAIN MENU

1. EXECU TE PLANT GROWTU SIMULATION

2. EZXCUTE PLANT GROWTM/ZNSECT SIMULATION

3. REVIlW SIMULATION OUWPUT

4. EXIT IlS•CT

MKE• A SELECTION (1-4) AND PRESS <ZENTW. --- >

Option 1, EXECUTE PLANT GROWTH SIMULATION, begins ini-
tialization of a new waterhyacinth plant growth simulation without im-
pacts from the Neochetina weevils. Instructions for executing an Option 1
simulation are provided in the following section. Option 2, EXECUTE
PLANT GROWTH/INSECT SIMULATION, begins initialization of a
combined waterhyacinth plant growth and Neochetina weevil simulation.
Instructions for executing an Option 2 simulation are given in the section
beginning on page 15. Option 3, REVIEW SIMULATION OUTPUT,
provides graphics and tabular display of output of the most recent simula-
tion run (see section, page 21). Option 4, EXIT INSECT, exits the
INSECT model and returns to the DOS operating system.

Chapter 3 Executing te Simulation 9



Executing a Waterhyacinth Plant Growth
Simulation

If Option 1, EXECUTE PLANT GROWTH SIMULATION, is
selected from the MAIN MENU, the following information will be
displayed on the screen:

YOU ARE ABOUT TO INITIALIZE TE• SIMULATION

•VARBZNGIII ALL EXISTING OUTPUT FILES WILL -B DELETED ...

DO YOU WISE To CONTINUE?
I - YES
2 = NO

HUM A SELECTION (1-2) AND PRESS <ENTZR> --- >

A number corresponding to YES (1) or NO (2) must be entered. If "2" is
entered, control is sent back to the MAIN MENU.

If "1" is entered to the screen prompt shown above, current data in all
existing output files will be erased as indicated by the WARNING mes-
sage and as discussed Chapter 2. Additionally, the simulation continues
with the following screen prompt:

DURATION OF THE SINULATION

ENTER THE YEARS OF SINULATION (1,2 or 3) AND PRESS <DETER> --- >

A numeral 1, 2, or 3 must be entered, indicating the length (in years)
of the simulation period.

After the length of the simulation period has been entered, the follow-
ing menu is displayed:

REVIEW WEATHER DATA SETS MNU

WOULD YOU LIKE TO REVIEW TaE POSSIULE WEATUER DATA FILES?
I - YES
2 = NO

MM A SELECTION (1 OR 2) AND PRESS <ENTER> -. >

10 Chapter 3 Executing the Simulation



If Option 1 is selected from the above menu, the following menu is dis-
played to allow selection of weather data file to review. The user should
type in the code number for a weather data file and press <ENTER>.

MATOHER DATA SETEN

Code 1-WEST CENTRAL LA - 1974 Code 14-SOUTHEAST TZ - 1987
Code 2-SOUTHEAST LA - 1979 Code 15-SOUTHEBAST TX - 1988
Code 3-8O2UTHEAST LA -. 1980
Code 4-SOUTHEAST LA - 1981

Code 5-NORTH CENTRAL FL - 1975
Code 6-NORTH CENTRAL FL - 1976
Code 7-NORTH CENTRAL FL - 1977
Code 8-NORTH CENTRAL FL - 1978
Code 9-NORTH CENTRAL FL - 1979
Code 10-NORTH CENTRAL FL - 1986
Code 11-SOUTHEAST FL - 1986
Code 12-NORTH CENTRAL FL - 1987
Code 13-SOUTEEAST FL - 1987

At the bottom of the weather data file list, the following prompt will
appear.

ENTER THE CODE FOR THE WEATHER DATA (1-1S) AND PRESS <ENTERP> .... >

Any of the 15 weather data files can be selected for review. After selec-
tion of a weather data file, the following menu allows selection of the pa-
rameter within the selected weather data file the user is interested in
graphically displaying on the screen.

8CREEN PLOT MOR WEATHER DATA 1U

I - SOLAR RADIATION
2 - AVZRAGE AIR TUIPERATURE, CELCIUS
3 - MINIMNU AIR TEWLRAITURE, CELSIUS
4 - MKAZIU AIR TEMERATURE, CELSIUS
S - EXIT TO "REVIZEW WATHER DATA SETS NS31U"

MAKE A SELECTION (1-5) AND PRESS cENjTR> --- >

After the weather parameters of interest have been reviewed for the se-
lected weather data file, Option 5 must be selected from the above menu
to allow return to the REVIEW WEATHER DATA SETS MENU.

Chapter 3 Executing the Simulation 11



After completing review of the available weather data files, or if no re-
view is required, a "2" must be entered from the REVIEW WEATHER
DATA SETS MENU screen prompt to continue the initialization proce-
dure. After this is done, the following message will be displayed:

YOU MUST NOW SELECT A WEATHER DATA FILE TO EXECUTE THE MODEL.
PRESS <MITER> TO SEE ALL AVAILABIL WEATHER DATA SETS.

After <ENTER> has been pressed, the WEATHER DATA SET MENU
described above is again displayed on the screen. At this point, a weather
data file is selected from the menu for initializing the simulation and not
for user review. A separate weather data file entry must be provided for
each year of the simulation period. If desired, the same weather data file
can be selected for each year of a multiple-year simulation period, or a
different weather data file can be selected for each year.

After selecting the desired weather data file(s), the beginning and end-
ing dates of the simulation period must be input. The following prompt re-
quests entry of the "beginning day" of the simulation period.

NGZINNING DAY OF SIMULATION

ENMT JULIAN DATE FOR FIRST DAY OF SINUXATION (1-365) AND PRESS <stuTR> ---- >

This is the first day (of a 365-calendar day year) of the simulation pe-
riod. Entry of the "ending day" of the simulation period is prompted by
the following:

ENDING DAY OF SIMUIATION

ENTER JULIAN DATE FOR LAST DAY OF SIMULATION (1-365) AND PRESS <ZXTER> ----.

This is the last day (of a 365-calendar day year) of the last year in the sim-
ulation period.

12 Chapter 3 Executing the Simulation



After the simulation period has been defined, the following prompt re-
quests entry of the initial dry weight plant biomass.

INITIAL DRY WNIGHT BIONASS

ENTER INITIAL. DRY WEIOHT PLANT BIOSIASS IN kg per sq a
(FROM 0.001 to 3.0) AND PRESS <ENTE1VP --- >

As indicated in the above prompt, the initial value for dry weight plant bio-
mass must be between 0.001 and 3.00 kg/sq m. This range in biomass val-
ues is provided to allow realistic initialization of the model at any time
during the annual growth cycle of waterhyacinth. Preferably, the user can
select initialization values based on personal knowledge or from
waterhyacinth biomass estimates reported in the literature. If neither is
available, typical waterhyacinth biomass values for specific Julian days
can be estimated from the 2-year waterhyacinth biomass curve illustrated
in Figure 3.

After entering an initial dry weight plant biomass, the following mes-
sage is displayed:

INITIALZZATZON IS NOW •MZPnD ...
THE NEXT SCREEN WILL DISPLAY YOUR INITZALIzATION VALuEs

PREZSS M2'rTW> TO COUTINUE.

After <ENTER> has been pressed, all user-selected initialization val-
ues for the waterhyacinth plant growth simulation will be displayed on the
following screen:

INPUTS U8ED FOR THE SIMULATION

NUMBE OF
YEARA WEATHER DATA USZD

--------------- -----------------------------------------------
L GW or NANME(5) AND YEAR(S) OF VEA2WER
sIB ULAIION DAMA SET(S) USJD

FIRT LAST INITIAL DRY WiT.
DAY DAY TYPE OF SIMULATION BIOMASS Kg/Sq a

------------ ------ --------------------------- --------------------
1ST AND rAST PLANTS owLr oR PLANTS/INS AwIN iNG DRY

DAY OF SIZBAI'ZON W#EZfT OF
WATrN7YACINT

PRaSS <IER> TO CO'TIXNU
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In the above screen display, information shown in italics refers to data
that will be displayed for user review of initialization values for the cur-
rent simulation run. An example of an actual review screen of initializa-
tion values for a waterhyacinth plant growth simulation is provided in
Chapter 4.

The following screen appears after <ENTER> has been pressed:

WOULD YOU LIKE TO CHANGE YOUR INITIArIZATION VALUES?

Note: Zf you aammer no (2), Erxecuti1on vwill begIn ...

1. YES
2. NO

NAKE A SELECTION (1-2) AND PRESS <ENTER, --- >

If "1" is selected, the initialization process will start again, as described
for EXECUTE PLANT GROWTH SIMULATION (page 10). If option 2
is selected, execution of a waterhyacinth plant growth simulation will be
initiated.

During execution, the year and the day being considered are displayed
in sequence. When execution of the simulation is completed, the follow-
ing menu is displayed:

NMI 2• ionULPEur w

1. GRAPHICS

2. *TABULAR

3. EZXT TO 5WI JU

MAK A SEL=CON (1-3) AND PRESS CENTE --- >

For a description of options and instructions to the above menu prompt,
refer to the section REVIEW SIMULATION OUTPUT (page 21).
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Executing a Waterhyacinth and Neochetina
Simulation

If Option 2, EXECUTE PLANT GROWTH/INSECT SIMULA-
TION, is selected from the MAIN MENU (page 9), the following infor-
mation will be displayed on the screen:

YOU ARE ABOUT TO INITIALIZE TIE SI•ULATION...

VAD•NIGI II AL.L EXISTING OUTPUT PILES WILL BE DELETED ...

DO YOU WISE TO CONTINUE ?
I - YR

AKA A SELECTION (1-2) AND PRESS <ENTER> --- >

If Option 2 is selected, the model execution is returned to the MAIN
MENU (see page 9).

If Option I is selected, resulting in continuation of the PLANT
GROWTHIINSECT SIMULATION, the following screen will be dis-
played:

Relationships shown below are defined in IZN5CT
by a default set of tabular values.

FECNTDZ2"7/5=NPW.YUtRE AIUJIOWIIP
W1ZGlWiZOWf/ADULT WEEV•I DENSITY AZLAXoINUIZP

Would you like to execute the simulation without displaying or
modifying these default relationships?

I = YESJ
2 - NO

NAEN A SELECTION (1-2) AND PRESS <CNTER> --- >

To display and/or modify these relationships (before executing the sim-
ulation run), Option 2 should be selected. Fecundity refers to the propor-
tion of maximum egg production that will result in viable eggs. Fecundity
changes daily and is a function of the average air temperature for each
simulation day. Because of variability in this important relationship, the
user can modify the default values for this relationship. Similarly, the
user has the option of modifying the default relationship for adult weevil
emigration and adult weevil density.
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If Option 2 is selected from the menu illustrated above, the following
menu will be displayed:

DISPLAY INSECT RELATIONSHIP MENU

1. F•CUNDITTY/TMPRATURX RELATIONSHIP
2. MIGRATION/ADULT WEEVIL DENSITY REIATIONSHIP
3. EXIT

WHICS RELATIONSHIP(S) WOULD YOU LIKE TO DISPLAY/MODIFY?
MAKE A SELECTION (1-3) MN PRESS <ETR> --- >

As indicated above, the fecundity relationship or the emigration rela-
tionship can be selected for display and modification. To exit this feature
of the weevil module initialization procedure, select Option 3 and press
<ENTER>. If Option 1 is selected, a graphics display of the fecundity re-
lationship is shown on the screen. After the graphics display has been re-
viewed, the following tabular data (used to define the default fecundity
and air temperature relationship) is displayed.

FECUNDITY/TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIP DATA

AIR PROPORZON
NUMBER TUIDPRATURE, C FECUND

1 0.0 0.00
2 10.0 0.00
3 15.0 0.48
4 20.0 1.00
3 22.0 0.78
6 25.0 0.40
7 30.0 0.10
a 40.0 0.00
9 50.0 0.00

To modify this file, enter the Number and the corresponding Air Tempera-
ture (degrees celsius) and Fecundity values.
EKAMNLE8 6 22 .65 <EUITE> - changes pair number 6 so that weevil
fecundity at 22 degC is 65 percent of the maximum fecudity
If you do not want to modify or to end modificati6ns enter the follow-
ings
0 0 0 <ENTER>

As indicated in the above tabular listing, the air temperature/fecundity
relationship is defined by nine pairs of values. Follow the instructions
provided in the above screen display to make modifications to the fecun-
dity relationship.

If Option 2 is selected from the DISPLAY INSECT RELATIONSHIP
MENU, the default relationship for adult weevil emigration as a function
of adult weevil density is graphically displayed (on the screen). After re-
view of this relationship, pressing <ENTER> will result in screen display
of a tabular listing of this relationship.
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EMIGRATION/ADULT WEEVIL DEMSITY REZIATIOU5EP DATA

PROPORTION
mums= DEZSITY, no./sql EMIGRATION

1 0 .00
2 25.0 .01
3 50.0 .01
4 100.0 .05
5 150.0 .10
6 200.0 .20
7 225.0 .25

To modify this file, enter the Number and the corresponding adult
weevil density and percent emigration value.
NZAlPLE: 3 50.0 .25 <ENTBR> - changes pair number 3 so that an adult
density of SO adults per square aster will result in 25 percent loss
due to emigration.
If you do not want to modify or to end modifications/changes enter
the following:
0 0 0<EBWTER>

As indicated above, the adult weevil density/emigration relationship is de-
fined by seven pairs of values. The instructions provided at the bottom of
the tabular display should be followed for making modifications to the re-
lationship.

After 0 0 O<ENTER> is input (following display of the tabular listing
of the fecundity/temperature relationship or the emigration/density rela-
tionship), the program returns to the DISPLAY INSECT RELATION-
SHIP MENU (page 16). If Option 3 is selected from the DISPLAY
INSECT RELATIONSHIP MENU, the program again prompts the user
with the following screen.

Relationships shown below are defined in the ZWSECW
model by a default set of tabular values.

FDCUNDZI2'r/=W BRArIRW RiLATZOsIaP
IZOI.ATIZON/ADL• X WILZz Dwszrr NIL rjIOiIaBzP

Would you like to execute a simulation run without displaying or
modifying these default relationships?

1 =y3S
2 NO3

MAKE A SELECTIOW (1-2) AND PRESS <ZEMR> --- >
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By selecting Option 1 to this screen prompt, execution will continue

with the following screen display.

DURATION OF TIEE SZ]IMU ION

ENTER TEE YEARS OF SIMULATION (1,2 OR 3) AND PRESS <ENTER> --- >

(A description of this entry prompt and subsequent prompts for initializing
the plant growth module is given on pages 10-13.

After the initial dry weight plant biomass has been entered (see page 13),
model execution returns to initialization of the Neochetina module. Initial-
ization values for the relative percentages of N. eichhorniae and N. bruchi
are input in response to the following screen display.

INSECT PERCENT RATIO

ENTER PERCENT N,*ZICEORNIAZ AND NIt BRUCHI AND PRESS <ENTE
SUN MUST - 100%
EXAMPLE: 50 50 means - 50% N. eichhornjla and 50% 1L. bruchi --

The above prompt, as indicated, allows execution of a simulation run with a
mixture of both species of weevils, or with only one of the weevil species.

After entering the relative percent values of the two weevil species, the
following will be displayed on the screen:

SELECTION OF STARTING NUMMBRS FOR YEAR I

Codes for N/OCHETINA life stages

1 - EGGS
2 - 1ST INSTAR LARVAE
3 - 2ND INSTAR LARVAE
4 - 3RD INSTAR LARVAE
5- PUPAE
6 - YOUNG ADULTS (.LE. 77 degree days)
7 - OLD ADULTS (.GT. 77 degree days)
8 - TERNINAT• INPUTS FOR CURRENT YEAR

MAKE A SELECTION (1-8) AND PRESS <ENER> --- >
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Response to the above input prompt allows input for starting numbers
for each of the seven life stages during each year of the simulation period.
If no input is provided for a life stage, zero individuals of that life stage
are used for initialization. After selecting the desired Neochetina life
stage, the following will be displayed on the screen:

MEUCEINA LIFE STAGE?

SELECTION OF STARTING NUMBERS FOR YEAR _
JDAY = JULIAN DATE FOR TIM INPUT (1 - 365)
AMOUNT - NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS per sq a

ENTER TEE JDAY AND TER ANOUNT AND PRESS <ENTER>
EZXAPLE: 10 50 - On Jday 10, 50 individuals are entered for the selected
life stage

SEPARATE ENTRIES WIT! A SPACE --- >

Response to this input prompt allows input of the Julian day during the
simulation period for which initial numbers of individuals (AMOUNT)
are input for the simulation run. Error checks prevent inputting a Julian
day (JDAY) prior to the starting Julian day (1-365) of the first year of the
simulation period and inputting a Julian day (JDAY) after the last Julian
day (1-365) of the last year of the simulation period. Individuals of a
given life stage can be considered for any year of the simulation period.
For multiple-year simulation periods, individual numbers input after the
first year will be added to the population already considered.

After input is complete, the following screen will be displayed:

INIXTALZXATOf IS NOW COEPLZET ...
TE NEXT SCREEN WILL DISPLAY YOUR INITIALIZATION VALUES

PRESS <Ef•EfR> TO CONrINUZ.

After <ENTER> has been pressed, all user-selected initialization values
for the waterhyacinth plant growth simulation will be displayed on the fol-
lowing screen:
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INPUTS USED FOR TEE SIMULATION

NUMBER OF
YEARS WEATHER DATA USED

LENGTH OF MANE(S) AND rEAR(S) OF VEArTER
SZIULATZON DATA SET(S) USED

FIRST LAST INITIAL DRY WT.
DAY DAY TYPE OF SIMULATION BIONASS Kg/Sq a

1ST AND LAST PLATS ONLrY OR PzANTS/INSECTS BEGzINzING DRY
DAr Or SzIUzATzON EIBZGWT OF

VATERHYrACINT

PRESS <ENTER> TO CONTINUE

The above illustrates the first of two screen displays that are provided
for user review of initialization values for a waterhyacinth plant growth
and Neochetina simulation. In the above screen display, information
shown in italics refers to data input by the user. An example of this first
review screen for a plant growth/Neochetina simulation is provided in
Chapter 4 (page 27).

After reviewing the above information and pressing the ENTER key,
the second initialization review screen, as illustrated below, will be
displayed.

INSECT VALUES USED IN THE SIMULATION

PERCENT N. EZICHHORNIAE, N. BRUCHI . ._L

JDINS = JULIAN DATE FOR INSECT INPUT: LSTAGE - LIFE STAGE
(I-EGGS, 2-1ST INSTAR LARVAE, 3=2ND INSTAR LARVAE, 4=3RD INSTAR LARVAE,

5-PUPAE, 6=YOUNG ADULTS, 7:OLD ADULTS) AMOUNT = NUMBER PER SQ M.

am I YEAR 2 YEAR 3
JDINS LSTAGE AMOUIT JDINS LSTAGE AMOUNT JDINS LSTAGE AMOUNT

-- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PRESS <ENTER> TO CONTINUE

Again, note that information shown in italics represents data that would
be input during the initialization steps described above. An example of
this second review screen for an example simulation is also provided in
Chapter 4 (page 28).
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Pressing <ENTER> while the above screen is displayed will result in
the following prompt:

WOULD YOU LIKE TO CHAMON YOUR INITIALIZATION VALUES?

Note: If you anmmar no (2), Execution will begin ...

1. YES
2. NO

M A SELECTION (1-2) AND PRESS <ENTER> --- >

If "1" is selected, the initialization process will begin. If Option 2 is se-
lected, execution of a combined waterhyacinth plant growth and
Neochetina simulation will be initiated.

Upon completion of a simulation run, the program displays the follow-
ing menu:

REVIEW SIMULATION OI• iJT MENU

1. GRAPHICS

2. TABULAR

3. EXIT TO MAIN MENU

N190 A SELECTION (1-3) AND PRESS <ENTER> --- >

See the following section for a discussion of the output options available
from this menu.

Review Simulation Output

If Option 3, REVIEW SIMULATION OUTPUT, is selected from the
MAIN MENU or if execution of a simulation has been completed, the RE-
VIEW SIMULATION OUTPUT MENU shown below will be displayed
on the screen.
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REVIEW SIMULATION OUTPUT MEW

1. GRAPHICS

2 . TABULAR

3. EZXIT TO MAI" MENU

MAKE A SELECTION (1-3) AND PRESS <ENTER> --- >

As indicated, simulation output can be displayed from the most recent
simulation in either graphics or tabular format.

Graphics output

If Option 1, GRAPHICS, is selected, the following menu will appear
on the screen:

GRAPHICS MU

1. PLANTS

2 I INSECTS

3. SELECTED WEATHER DATA SET

4. EXIT TO RKVZIV SIMULATZON OUTPUT MENU

MAKE A SELECTION (1-4) AND PRESS <ENTZR> --- >

From the GRAPHICS MENU, the user has the option of displaying simu-
lation output for plants and insects, or displaying information about the
weather data file used in the most recent simulation run.

If Option 1 (PLANTS) is selected from the GRAPHICS MENU, the
following menu is displayed.

SCREEN PLOT FOR PLANTS

1. SIOKASS S. PLANT LOSS
(DETRITUS)

2. NUMBER OF PLANTS . 6. PLANT LOSS
(INSECTS)

3. GROSS 7 7. NET CHANGE
PRODUCTION IN BIOMASS

4. RESPIRATORY 8. ZZIT TO
NAINTZNAMCE GRAPHZCS WU

MAKE A SELECTION (1-8) AND PRESS <(ENTIR> --- >
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This menu allows graphics display for seven plant growth parameters on a
daily basis for the duration of the simulation period.

If Option 2 (INSECTS) is selected from the GRAPHICS MENU, the
following menu is displayed:

SCRE•N PLOTS FOR INSECTS

1. EGGS
2 * LARVAE
3. PUPAE
4. ADULTS
5. EXIT TO GRAPHZCS MENU

NAKE A SELECTION (1-5) AND PRESS cENT•R> --- >

From the above menu, insect numbers and mortality values can be graphi-
cally displayed for each insect life stage, as can emigration numbers for
adults. If the simulation run had a mixture of both species of weevils, the
insect numbers will be plotted in this order: N. eichhorniae, N. bruchi,
and the total of both species combined.

If Option 3 (SELECTED WEATHER DATA SET) is selected from the
GRAPHICS MENU, the following menu of four weather parameters is
displayed to allow graphics display of each weather parameter for the
weather data file used in the most recent simulation run.

SCREE PLOT FOR WEATHER DATA

1. SOLAR RADIATION
2. *AVERAGE TEMPERATURE
3. NMIZNUN TUIPERATURE
4. MAXIMUM TEM4PERATURE
5. EXIT TO GRAPHZCS IKEU

MAKE A SELECTION (1-5) AND PRESS <ENTER> --- >

Tabular output

If Option 2 (TABULAR) is selected from the REVIEW SIMULA-
TION OUTPUT MENU, the following menu will be displayed.

TAMBUAR MENU

1. DISPLAY FILE TO SCREEN
2. DUIW FILE To PRZNTr i
3. EXIT TO REfVZI SZNIULATZON OUTPUTr MU

MAKE A SELECTION (1-3) AND PRESS <ENTER> --- >
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After selecting the output device for the tabular listing, the following
files list and selection prompt will appear on the screen:

FIL- LIST MU

1. TOTAL XNSECTS 6. PLANT GROWTH (File 1)
2. L. eichhorniae (All stages) 7. PLANT GROWTH (File 2)
3. N. ]riucb (All stages) 8. INITIALIZSATON VALUES
4. WEEVIL LARVAE 9. USER S.LECTMD WEATHER
5. WEEVIL ADULTS 10. INSECT NORTILIT/ENIGRATIOIN

11. EZXIT TO TABULAR WU

MAME SmECTION (1-11) AND PRESS <(ENTR> --- >

The contents of the simulation output files listed above and described
in Tables 1-3 can be copied into permanent files for further analysis.
(These output files are discussed in Chapter 2, page 5.)
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4 Example Runs and
Applications Using INSECT

Example simulations using INSECT were made to provide further in-
formation to facilitate proper execution and to demonstrate applications.
The following summary includes example runs for each of the two general-
ized types of simulation runs available from INSECT. These include a
waterhyacinth plant growth simulation without impacts from Neochetina
weevils, and a waterhyacinth plant growth simulation with impacts from
Neochetina weevils. For each of these two types of runs, the example in-
cludes a review of proper initialization procedures and a demonstration of
simulation model results.

Run 1: Waterhyacinth Plant Growth Simulation

This simulation is provided to illustrate the operational procedure of
the plant growth module and to briefly discuss example simulation output.
The first-time user may wish to follow instructions in Chapter 3 of this
manual and conduct a practice simulation run with the data provided in
this example.

Initialization

To run a plant growth only simulation (i.e., without impacts from
Neochetina weevils), the user must select Option 1 from the MAIN
MENU. For this example, a 2-year simulation period was selected.
Weather data for the 2 years were taken from two single-year weather data
files representing daily air temperature and solar radiation values for 1986
southeast Florida weather conditions (Code 11) and for 1987 southeast
Florida weather conditions (Code 13), respectively. These weather data
files were selected by code number from a list of 15 available weather
data files (see page 11). The beginning and ending dates of the simulation
period were input as Julian day 10 of Year 1 and Julian day 365 of Year 2,
respectively. Initial plant biomass (dry weight) was input as 0.50 kg/.in
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After completing entry of the above input information, the following
screen was provided for user review:

INPUTS USED FOR THE S1NULMATION

NUDDSER Or
YEARS WEATHER DATA USED

SSOUTHEAST FL - 1986
2 SOUTHEAST FL - 1987

FIRST LAST INITIAL DRY WT.
DAY DAY TYPE Or SIMULATION BIOMASS Kg/Sq N

10 365 PLANTS GROWTH ONLY 0.500

DA2E 09-05-91 TIM 15:37

After reviewing the above input data, the user would proceed with exe-
cution without changing the initialization conditions. (Note: If errors had
been detected on the screen, the initialization data could have been
changed.)

Plant growth simulation output

The simulation outputs for plant growth parameters produced for the
above simulation conditions are presented in Figures 3-9. The outputs
illustrated in these figures were obtained by selecting Option 1, PLANTS,
from the GRAPHICS MENU and by selecting each available option (1-7)
from the SCREEN PLOT FOR PLANTS menu. This procedure was de-
scribed in the section REVIEW SIMULATION OUTPUT (page 21).

As illustrated in Figure 3, plant biomass varied seasonally over the 2-year
period, with high biomass levels being maintained throughout late spring
and summer months (i.e., approximately Julian day 150-270). Comparison
of the biomass data with plant density data shown in Figure 4 indicates that,
although biomass levels were fairly constant during spring and summer
days, partitioning of this biomass shifted from many small plants in spring
to fewer larger plants in summer. Daily net production values (Figure 5),
which accounted for the daily changes in plant biomass, were calculated
in the simulation with daily estimates of gross production, respiration esti-
mates, and detritus production (shown in Figures 6-8, respectively).

The simulation output presented above demonstrates that the plant
growth module included in INSECT produces plant biomass estimates
representative of seasonal changes in waterhyacinth biomass under repre-
sentative field conditions. Under the conditions used for this particular
simulation run, the simulated waterhyacinth biomass attained levels that
are indicative of a nuisance infestation throughout spring and summer
months. Additionally, plant biomass simulation output remained at
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nuisance levels throughout the 1986-87 winter period, even though fall
and winter reductions occurred as a result of sustained consecutive days
of negative net production (Figure 5). More significant winter declines in
biomass levels would have occurred, if the weather data had contained
days with minimum air temperatures below freezing. The occurrence of a
year-round nuisance level of waterhyacinth is not uncommon in climates
that do not experience freezing conditions, and this type climate is normal
in southeast Florida.

Run 2: Waterhyacinth
Plant GrowthlNeochetina Simulation

This example run is also provided to illustrate procedures for initializing
INSECT. This example run differs from Run 1 (above) in that Option 2
(EXECUTE PLANT GROWTH/INSECT SIMULATION) has been se-
lected from the MAIN MENU.

Initialization

Default values for adult weevil fecundity and emigration relationships
are used. Initialization values for simulation duration, beginning and end-
ing dates of the simulation period, weather data files, and initial plant
biomass were identical to initialization values used in Run 1. For initial-
ization of the Neochetina module, weevil population was selected to be
100 percent N. eichhorniae and 0 percent N. bruchi. Starting numbers of
insects for the simulation were 100 eggs, 25 first and second instar larvae,
50 third instar larvae, 100 pupae, 50 young adults, and 50 old adults. All
insects were input on the first day of the simulation period (i.e., Julian day
10 of Year 1). After completing input of the above information, the model
displayed the following information.

INPUTS USlM FOR TRE SIMULATION

N~mmor
TEARAS METR DaWA USED

1 SOUAMSM FL - 1956
2 SOUTMAEET FL - 1987

FIRST LAST INITIAL DRY WT.
DAY DAY T1P1 OF SIMULATION BIONASS Kg/Sq N
-------------- ---- -------------------------- --------------------

10 365 PLANTS & INSECTS O.S00

DATE 09-04-91 TINE 15:12
Chopnuninuin4Exmpenun1i•m AiMim inainiigiM n INSECT 27nmu
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After pressing the Enter key, the following screen will be displayed.
This screen shows initialization values for the Neochetina module.

INSECT VALUES USED IN TUE SIMULATION

PERCENT N. EICHEORNIAB A N. DRUCHI 100 0

JDONS - JULIAN DATE FOR INSECT INPUT: LSTAGN w LIFE STAGE
(1-EGGS, 2-,ST INSTAR LARVAE, 3-2ND INSTAR LARVAE, 4-3RD INSTAR LARVAE,
S-PUPAE, 6-YOUNG ADULTS, 7-OLD ADULTS): ANOUNTEUMNDER PER SQ METER.

YEAR I YEAR 2 . YEAR 3
JDINS LSTAGE AMOUNT JDINS LSTAGE AMOUNT JDINS LTAGE AMOUNT

10 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 2 25 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 3 25 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 4 50 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 5 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 6 50 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 7 50 0 0 0 0 0 0

DATE 09-04-91 TINE 15:12

After reviewing the input data, the simulation was executed. Note: If
an error had been detected in the initialization values, the user could have
changed the initialization values before executing the simulation run.

Plant growth simulation output

Simulation output for plant growth parameters produced during this
simulation run is shown in Figures 10-16. These outputs were obtained by
following output procedures presented in the section REVIEW SIMULA-
TION OUTPUT (page 21), and as described above for the Run 1 example.
In Figures 10 and 11, the presence of N. eichhorniae weevils in this simu-
lation has greatly reduced the estimates for plant biomass during the first
year of the simulation period when compared with Run I (Figure 3),
which was without insects present. The reduced level of biomass can be
attributed mainly to plant losses resulting from feeding by Neochetina
third instar larvae. Daily values for the amount of herbivory are shown in
Figure 16.

Neochetina simulation output

Daily estimates for densities of Neochetina eggs, larvae, pupae, and
adults over the 2-year simulation period are shown in Figures 17-20, re-
spectively. Output illustrated in these figures was obtained by selecting
Option 2, INSECTS, from the GRAPHICS MENU and by selecting each
available option (1-4) from the SCREEN PLOTS FOR INSECTS menu
(page 23).
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In general, the alternation of abundances of individuals as they cycle
through the different developmental stages is depicted by the simulation
output. By comparison of Figures 16 and 18, plant losses resulting from
insect herbivory did indeed occur when third instar larvae were at peak
levels. As a general trend, there were overall reductions in the population
of individuals in all life stages toward the end of the first year of the simu-
lation period. A large portion of these lower population levels can be ac-
counted for by the increased mortality values for each Neochetina life
stage depicted in Figures 21-24. Additional reductions in the Neocnetina
population resulted from increased emigration of adult weevils (see Fig-
ure 25). Neochetina population losses resulting from both mortality and
emigration coincided with the dramatic reduction in waterhyacinth biomass
during the first year of the simulation period. These Neochetina popula-
tion dynamic events that occurred are based on the relationships included
in INSECT which determine the effects of weevil density (i.e., number
per kilogram of plant tissue) on mortality and emigration.

In Figure 10 it is noteworthy that the plant biomass levels are higher
in Year 2 than in Year 1. In fact, Year 2 biomass levels are similar to sim-
ulated biomass levels (Figure 3) resulting from Run 1 input conditions
that included no Neochetina weevils. This illustrates that, under Run 2
conditions, the plant population was able to more quickly rebound from
the Year I reductions than was the Neochetina population. In general,
INSECT has generated output similar to what could be expected to occur
under actual field conditions.

General Comments on Example Simulations

INSECT was developed to provide information needed to systematically
evaluate how environmental conditions affect the growth and development
of waterhyacinth and Neochetina populations, as well as influence the
plant/herbivore interactions that drive this biological control system. Ex-
ample runs provided in this report hopefully will help users conceptualize
simulation runs that will generate information useful in examining these
interactions. For example, the user could evaluate the effects of freezing
temperatures during winter months on waterhyacinth and Neochetina
populations by simply using 1986 weather data for north-central Florida
(Code 10). Comparison of outputs resulting from such a&simulation run
with outputs from a sumulation that do not consider subfreezing tempera-
ture conditions would allow evaluation of the effects of subfreezing condi-
tions on the individual components and on the overall interactions of this
system.
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Planned Updates to INSECT

The development of INSECT has been based on our current knowledge
and understanding of the relationships that govern this biological system.
In several areas, we are aware that knowledge of certain relationships is
inadequate. As a result, WES will continue the development of INSECT
in order to provide updates. As these updates are completed, changes to
the support documentation will be distributed.
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Figure 3. Simulation output for plant biomass under Run 1 conditions
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Figure 4. Simulation output for numbers of plants under Run 1 conditions
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Figure 5. Simulation output for daily net change in plant biomass for Run 1 conditions
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Figure 6. Simulation output for daily gross production of plant biomass for Run 1
conditions
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Figure 7. Simulation output for daily respiration costs in terms of biomass loss for Run 1
conditions
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Figure 8. Simulation output for daily biomass losses resulting from plant detritus
production for Run 1 conditions
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Figure 9. Simulation output for daily biomass losses resulting from Neochetina feeding for
Run 1 conditions
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Figure 10. Simulation output for plant biomass under Run 2 conditions
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Figure 11. Simulation output for numbers of plants under Run 2 conditions
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Figure 12. Simulation output for daily net change in plant biomass for Run 2 conditions
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Figure 13. Simulation output for daily gross production of plant biomass for Run 2
conditions
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Figure 14. Simulation output for daily respiration costs in terms of biomass loss for
Run 2 conditions
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Figure 15. Simulation output for daily biomass losses resulting from plant detritus
production for Run 2 conditions
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Figure 16. Simulation output for daily biomass losses resulting from Neochetina feeding
for Run 2 conditions
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Figure 17. Simulation output for numbers of Neochetina eggs under Run 2 conditions
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Figure 18. Simulation output for numbers of Neochetina larvae under Run 2 conditions
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Figure 19. Simulation output for numbers of Neochetina pupae under Run 2 conditions
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Figure 20. Simulation output for numbers of Neochetina adults under Run 2 conditions
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Figure 21. Simulation output for Neochetina daily mortality of eggsa under Run 2 conditin

tin
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Figure 22. Simulation output for Neochetina daily mortality of larva under Run 2 condi-in

tions
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Figure 23. Simulation output for Neochetina daily mortality of pupae under Run 2
conditions
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Figure 24. Simulation output for Neochetina daily mortality of adults under Run 2
conditions
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Figure 25. Simulation output for Neochetina daily emigration of adults under Run 2
conditions


